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KPMG's EU country tax guides

KPMG's European Tax Centre
 publishes a yearly profile on the tax
 systems of most European countries,
 useful for cross-border planning with
 that country.

Guide to taxes on real estate in
 central and eastern Europe

PDF 2.48 MB

This 2014 KPMG guide provides an
 overview of the key tax aspects related
 to the real estate sector in central and
 eastern Europe.

KPMG's EU Tax Centre 

KPMG member firms have set up an
 EU Tax Centre to help you understand
 the implications of EU tax law and how
 it can help your business.
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Welcome to the new website of KPMG’s TaxNewsFlash. Prior editions of 
TaxNewsFlash (from 2014) are listed below, and are searchable by key words. If you 
would like a copy of any prior edition of TaxNewsFlash, send an email to
US-KPMGWNT@kpmg.com with (1) date and (2) title.  A copy will be sent to you as 
soon as possible.

12/30/2014 Italy - VAT changes effective 2015

12/23/2014 Belgium - Refunds of withholding tax on dividends

12/22/2014 Czech Republic - Enhanced reporting requirements, obligations

12/22/2014 Iceland - VAT changes effective in 2015

12/22/2014 Italy - Disclosure by non-residents with undeclared taxable assets

12/22/2014 Luxembourg - Corporate, VAT measures in 2015 Budget passed

12/19/2014 Netherlands - Salary adjustment for highly skilled migrants, 2015

12/19/2014 Netherlands - Government not to appeal “fiscal unity” decisions

12/19/2014 Slovenia - Financial services, insurance-related tax changes

12/19/2014 United Kingdom - Budget 2015 scheduled for 18 March 2015

12/19/2014 EU - Luxembourg to comply with EC tax rulings investigation
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Croatia - Corporate profit tax law changes, effective 2015

OECD - Discussion draft on interest deductions (BEPS Action 4) 

OECD - VAT/GST discussion drafts, relating to BEPS Action 1 

Netherlands - Tax regulation with Curaçao not effective before 2016 

France - Measures affecting parent-subsidiary distributions, share 

redemptions

Germany - Legislative changes to VAT

EU - Report on patent boxes, hybrid entities

Channel Islands - Draft guidance on implementing FATCA

Netherlands - Possible consequences of patent box regime changes 

Poland - Tax rules for company cars

Serbia - Employment of foreign nationals

Slovenia - VAT changes effective in 2015

Netherlands - Appeals court issues decisions in fiscal unity cases 

Netherlands - Court upholds “crisis levy”

Ireland - Conversions of private limited companies to begin 2015

United Kingdom - Proposals in Finance Bill 2015 draft clauses

United Kingdom - Finance Bill draft clauses; diverted profits tax 

Luxembourg - Valuation of company car, benefit in kind

Switzerland - Taxation based on cost of living, expenditure-based taxation 

Switzerland - Foreign company VAT liability changes in 2015

OECD - Tax burden, tax revenue data across countries

Belgium - Special tax regime for audiovisual production

EU - Financial transaction tax, status update

EU - Council approves FATCA-like automatic exchange of information  

EU- Measures approving anti-abuse clause, mandatory exchange of 

information

EU - Call for action to address aggressive tax planning

Hungary - Accounting for tangible assets, inventories

Croatia - VAT, individual income tax changes effective 2015

Romania - Revised VAT policy concerning free-of-charge supplies of tools 

United Kingdom - Finance Bill 2015 scheduled for 10 December

United Kingdom - Hybrid mismatch arrangements consultation, other 

BEPS-related focus

United Kingdom - Tax proposals in Autumn Statement 2014
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Netherlands - Rules for normative salary involving partnerships

Sweden - Interest deduction rules, intra-group loans

Italy - Budget 2015; R&D tax credit, patent box regime

Norway - Details of recommendations for tax system reform

Italy - VAT simplification rules

Norway - Proposals for tax reform; maritime industry considerations 

OECD - Webcast update on BEPS project (15 December)

United Kingdom - Policies to amend VAT on pension-related services 

Poland - Grants program to encourage innovation, technology by SMEs 

Germany - VAT on transport containers, VAT group organization 

Germany - Proposals concerning hybrid mismatches, double dips, other 

provisions

France - Tax treaty with China update

France - Tax proposals in pending legislation

Poland - “Fixed establishment” and VAT on supplied services

United Kingdom - Draft clauses for Finance Bill 2015

Poland - Delayed ratification of tax treaty with United States

Spain - Tax treatment of investments in non-resident companies 

Luxembourg - Protocol to amend tax treaty with France

Ireland - Passenger exemption from air travel tax

OECD - Follow-up discussion draft on BEPS Action 6

United Kingdom - "Autumn Statement" expected early December 2014 

Switzerland - OECD agreement for cooperation against tax evasion 

Spain - Protocol to amend tax treaty with Canada

Hungary - Legislative changes affecting corporate, individual income taxes, 

VAT

EU - Country actions, reactions to BEPS project

Sweden - Employer obligations for employed third-country citizens 

Ireland - Foreign earnings deduction is expanded

Italy - Voluntary disclosure proposal

Luxembourg - Dutch withholding tax refund procedures and 

investment arrangements

Netherlands - CJEU Advocate General opinion concerning 30% tax relief 

Slovakia - Procedures, applications for binding rulings

United Kingdom - Capital gains taxation of non-resident company disposals 

United Kingdom - Interest distribution-related proposals affecting authorised  

investment funds

EU - Proposals for financial transactions tax, anti-avoidance rule (update) 

Czech Republic - VAT reverse-charges; other developments

Denmark - Withholding tax on dividends distributed to investment funds 

Germany - Agreement with UK on preferential IP regimes (BEPS)

Spain - Cash-flow opportunities with monthly VAT refund registration 

Ireland - Disclosure of foreign bank accounts, assets

Lithuania - Individual, corporate and indirect taxes update

Italy - VAT measures in “simplification decree”

Luxembourg - Withholding tax refunds for funds, SICAVs in Sweden

Spain - Amortization of goodwill for shareholdings in foreign companies 

United Kingdom - Review of recent BEPS discussion drafts

Greece - Tax treatment of benefits-in-kind provided to employees

France - New requirements for VAT-registered foreign companies

Estonia - New combined form for corporate income, payroll taxes 

Germany - Proposals for new anti-hybrid financing rule, intra-group transfers 

Luxembourg - Withholding tax refunds of SICAVs in Austria, Finland 

Netherlands - Agreement for automatic exchange of tax information 

Ireland - Taxation of resident vs. non-resident companies

Luxembourg - Early adoption of “global FATCA” regime

United Kingdom - Financial account reporting standard

OECD - Prevent avoidance of PE status (BEPS Action 7)

Germany - “Add-backs” for trade tax purposes; tax treaties update

EU - Combined Nomenclature for 2015 (customs)

OECD - Financial information exchange agreement resembles a “global
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 FATCA”

Russia - Taxation of controlled foreign companies (CFCs)

Spain - Proposed regime to defer VAT on imports

Ireland - Foreign earnings deduction available for employees working abroad 

Germany - Proposed legislative changes to VAT

Hungary - Tax-related legislative proposals for 2015

EU - VAT “gap report” for 2012

Italy - Draft legislative proposals for VAT changes, rate increase

Sweden - Budget bill for 2015

OECD - Tax administrators to support BEPS, financial information exchanges
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United Kingdom - CJEU advised to reverse cross-border loss position 

United Kingdom - Cross-border group relief rules

Spain - New rules for VAT invoices

OECD - BEPS, exchange of financial information to be addressed

Czech Republic - Update on tax legislation

EU - Audit reform, auditor reporting requirements

Luxembourg - Corporate tax, VAT proposals in draft budget 2015

United Kingdom - Schedule for Finance Bill; FATCA online service 

Luxembourg - “European FATCA” in 2016

Spain - EC orders recovery of financial goodwill deductions

Belgium - Taxation of collective investment undertakings referred to CJEU 

Belgium - VAT advance invoice regime effective 2015

EU - Deferred tax assets on unrealized losses, IASB proposals

EU - FAQs on automatic exchange of information agreement

Germany - Investment funds to publish income information, CJEU judgment 

Ireland - Analysis of tax proposals in 2015 budget

Monaco - OECD convention on tax administrative assistance

Ireland - 2015 budget would repeal “double Irish” structure

EU - ECOFIN agreement on automatic exchange of tax information

EU - VAT on telecommunications, broadcasting, electronic services (2015) 

Hungary - R&D considerations

Belgium - Coalition’s tax agreement concerns corporate, indirect, individual 

taxation

Italy - Minimum excise tax on cigarettes rejected by CJEU

Switzerland - Consultation period on corporate tax reform proposals 

Poland - FATCA intergovernmental agreement signed with United States 

United Kingdom - Consultation on BEPS hybrid mismatch arrangement 

announced

Ireland - Updated guidance notes for implementing FATCA

Poland - VAT on services, sourced to country of consumption

United Kingdom - Anti-avoidance measures to focus on multinationals 

Poland - New thin capitalization rules, effective January 2015

OECD - Updated timetable for BEPS discussion drafts, comments 

Ireland - Funds allowed to engage in corporate lending

Norway - CFC rules, fundamental freedoms available for trusts

Sweden - Employees assigned to India, United States, Canada 

Switzerland - Reduced corporate tax rate in Canton of Vaud

Germany - Legislative proposals concerning creditable foreign taxes, other 

items

Gibraltar - EC investigates corporate tax rulings

OECD - Timetable for publication of BEPS discussion drafts, comments 

United Kingdom - Indirect tax decisions

Germany - VAT refund procedures referred to CJEU

EU - Pan-European implications of VAT decision on cross-border services 

Netherlands - VAT exemptions, CJEU judgment concerning defined  

contribution plans

Netherlands - System for determining independent contractor vs. employee 

status

9/23/2014

9/22/2014

9/22/2014

EU - GSP and rules of origin for developing countries

Sweden - CJEU judgment; VAT on services provided to group-members 

EU - Corporate tax-avoidance package (BEPS) endorsed by G20 ministers
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9/22/2014           Poland - Taxpayer-favorable court decisions on employee equity  
compensation plans 
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United Kingdom - Updated FATCA guidance; BEPS deliverables 

Netherlands - Dutch Cabinet’s initial response to BEPS recommendations 

Netherlands - Follow-up on tax changes in 2015 Tax Plan

Ireland - Implications of BEPS outputs for Irish businesses

Turkey - Tax amnesty provisions

Ireland - Q&As on savings-related (SAYE) program

Netherlands - Tax measures for 2015 presented on “budget day”

EU - Status of sanctions against Russia

Germany - CJEU addresses taxation of profits from non-resident subsidiaries 

Belgium - Rate of notional interest deduction for 2016

United Kingdom - VAT on second sale of repossessed cars

EU - Customs project with China focused on undervalued goods

Czech Republic - Non-deductible vs. deductible expenses; life insurance-

EU - Updated information, process for AEO program

Luxembourg - VAT changes in proposed legislation

Spain - Inheritance, gift tax refund opportunities following CJEU judgment 

Slovakia - Proposed changes to tax-deductible expenses, depreciation, 

leases

Luxembourg - Protocol to amend tax treaty with France

Switzerland - VAT implications of offshore structures, place of management 

United Kingdom - "Autumn Statement" scheduled 3 December

Ireland - Proposed collective asset management vehicle (ICAV)

Ireland - Approved profit sharing schemes

Germany - Write-downs to the lower going-concern value

Hungary - Investment incentive grant program

United Kingdom - Proposed country-by-country reporting for extractive 

companies

France - Final guidelines for interest deductions on related-party loans 

Luxembourg - Transfer and deferral of real estate-related gains 

Netherlands - Accommodations subject to municipal taxes (landlord levy) 

Poland - R&D grants concerning environment, agriculture and forestry 

Sweden - Text of FATCA intergovernmental agreement is posted 

Switzerland - Sanctions against Russia; considerations for Swiss business 

Luxembourg - Tax treaty with Taiwan enters into force

EU - IASB proposals on deferred tax assets, unrealized losses

EU - Customs risk-management strategy, action plan

Italy - “Exit tax” on company transfers to other countries

Italy - Tax guidance for Expo Milan 2015 participants

United Kingdom - Corporate debt and derivative contracts, draft regulations 

Ireland - VAT clawback may affect July/August returns

Greece - Extended deadlines for submitting customers, suppliers listings 

Lithuania - Changes for businesses on adoption of euro

Luxembourg - Discussions of regulatory, tax developments affecting fund 

industry

Netherlands - New income tax treaty with China

Czech Republic - Diesel excise tax; VAT on electronic services

Sweden - FATCA agreement signed with United States

United Kingdom - Proposed CGT relief for large-scale institutional investors 

Bulgaria - Renewable energy fee held unconstitutional

Switzerland - Currency swap agreement with China, enhances treaty 

agreements

Germany - Excess transfers in tax groups, going-concern value write-downs 

Serbia - Employment-related rules amended

OECD - Requests for public comments on BEPS Action 11

OECD - Compliance ratings for tax transparency of 10 jurisdictions 

Germany - FATCA implementation ordinance

United Kingdom - Global standard for exchange of financial information 

Lithuania - Taxation of insurance companies

EU - Customs report on “fake goods” seizures in 2013

OECD - BEPS impact on “low income countries”
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8/1/2014

8/1/2014

7/30/2014

7/30/2014

7/30/2014

Portugal - Status of individual income tax reform proposals

Poland - Hydrocarbon tax provisions, deferral of shale gas taxation 

United Kingdom - Protocol amending tax treaty with Canada

Italy - Tax credit for investments in new capital goods

Germany - VAT treatment of telecommunication services; other 

VAT developments 
7/30/2014

7/30/2014

7/25/2014

7/25/2014

7/25/2014

7/25/2014

7/25/2014

7/25/2014

7/21/2014

7/21/2014

7/18/2014

7/18/2014

7/18/2014

7/18/2014

7/18/2014

7/18/2014

7/18/2014

7/14/2014

7/11/2014

7/11/2014

7/11/2014

7/10/2014

7/10/2014

7/10/2014

7/10/2014

7/10/2014

7/10/2014

7/8/2014

7/8/2014

7/7/2014

7/7/2014

7/7/2014

7/7/2014

7/7/2014

7/3/2014

7/3/2014

7/1/2014

7/1/2014

7/1/2014

7/1/2014

7/1/2014

6/30/2014

6/30/2014

6/30/2014

6/30/2014

6/25/2014

6/25/2014

6/25/2014

6/25/2014

6/25/2014

6/25/2014

6/25/2014

6/25/2014

Ireland - Documentation for claiming R&D tax credits

EU - Excise taxes on alcohol, tobacco, energy

United Kingdom - Amended offshore funds regulations affect alternative 

investments

Netherlands - Tax treatment of employee travel reimbursements 

Belgium - Taxable income paid to non-residents, withholding guidance 

Poland - No input VAT deduction concerning fuel cards

Poland - General anti-avoidance rule is proposed

OECD - Descriptions of revisions to model tax treaty, Commentary 

United Kingdom - Protocol signed with Canada, amending tax treaty 

OECD - New FATCA-like standard for exchange of tax information 

United Kingdom - Disclosure of “tax avoidance schemes”

Switzerland - Opportunities with EU VAT rule change in 2015

Slovakia - VAT procedural amendments under consideration

OECD - 2014 update to model tax convention approved

Poland - Grants program for environmental R&D projects

Czech Republic - Pending changes for VAT, investment fund managers 

Denmark - CJEU rejects recapture of foreign PE-related tax losses 

Russia - FATCA guidance from the central bank

United Kingdom - CJEU to hear cross-border group relief case

EU - Automatic exchange of financial account information “expert group” 

Italy - Withholding, substitute tax rate increase for “financial income” 

United Kingdom - “Marked fuel” taxation referred to CJEU

France - Charitable donation tax rules referred to CJEU

Gibraltar - Tax proposals in 2014 budget

Denmark - EC approves tax exemption on advertising to households 

Croatia - New law on workplace safety

Portugal - Excise taxation of cigarettes referred to CJEU

EU - Hybrid loan arrangements within corporate groups

Netherlands - Proposed changes to work-related (employer-provided) 

cost rules

United Kingdom - Proposal for determining value of shares, securities 

United Kingdom - FATCA regime is effective July 2014

Belgium - Tax card for 2014

Bulgaria - Companies registered in preferential tax regime location 

Poland - Status of CFC legislative proposals

Switzerland - Free trade agreement with China

Germany - Courts decide corporate income tax, trade tax issues 

Sweden - VAT on corporate hospitality; VAT on imports

Sweden - Green energy program complies with EU directive 

Ireland - Final regulations governing FATCA

EU - Actions to protect, enforce intellectual property rights 

Russia - FATCA implementing legislation

United Kingdom - Amendments to Finance Bill clauses

Albania - 2014 investment guide, review of tax system 

Macedonia - 2014 investment guide, review of tax system 

Germany - VAT when car transported to non-EU member country 

Sweden - Status of tax proposals relating to financing activities 

Ukraine - Financial institutions self-registered for FATCA 

Slovakia - Tax audits and appropriate taxpayer considerations 

Switzerland - FATCA-related Q&As

Hungary - Depreciation, productive assets, capital contributions for  

accounting purposes

Netherlands - New bilateral tax agreement with Curaçao

Bulgaria - Tax card for 2014

Cyprus - Tax benefits under holding company regime
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6/20/2014

6/20/2014

6/20/2014

6/20/2014

6/20/2014

6/16/2014

6/16/2014

6/16/2014

6/16/2014

6/16/2014

6/13/2014

6/13/2014

6/13/2014

6/13/2014

6/6/2014

6/6/2014

United Kingdom - Proposals address LLP members; Finance Bill update 

Andorra - Automatic exchange of tax information; bank secrecy ends 

Luxembourg - Rules for electing use of functional currency regime

EU - Proposal to amend the parent-subsidiary directive

Finland - New reporting requirements for purchasing, supplying 

construction services

EU - VAT treatment of B2B supplies of goods

EU - Tax-to-GDP ratio

Netherlands - No VAT exemption for discount cards

Czech Republic - Income tax law changes are proposed

EU - Customs controls to counter fraud in excise goods

United Kingdom - Update of FATCA-related regulatory guidance 

Sweden - Corporate tax reform recommendations for financing activities 

Turkey - VAT guidance consolidated in single communiqué 

Netherlands - Consolidation when parent or subsidiary not Dutch 

resident United Kingdom - Tax-transparent “authorised contractual 

scheme” investments

EU - VAT for telecommunications, broadcasting, electronic services 

effective 2015

6/6/2014

6/6/2014

6/6/2014

6/3/2014

6/3/2014

6/3/2014

6/3/2014

6/3/2014

6/3/2014

6/2/2014

5/30/2014

5/30/2014

5/30/2014

5/30/2014

5/30/2014

5/23/2014

5/23/2014

5/23/2014

5/21/2014

5/21/2014

5/21/2014

5/19/2014

5/16/2014

5/16/2014

5/16/2014

5/12/2014

5/12/2014

5/12/2014

5/12/2014

5/12/2014

5/7/2014

5/7/2014

5/7/2014

5/5/2014

5/5/2014

5/5/2014

4/30/2014

4/30/2014

4/30/2014

4/30/2014

Cyprus - Tax treaties with Spain, UAE

Bulgaria - Overview of tax system; making investments in Bulgaria 

Netherlands - Withholding tax on dividends to Curaçao parent company 

Switzerland - Free trade agreement with China, 1 July 2014

Poland - Proposed rules for tax treatment of CFCs

Germany - Loss carryforwards in mergers; earnings stripping rules 

Netherlands - Pension law amendments

Netherlands - Taxation of dividends received by EU insurance companies 

Ireland - Considering BEPS in Irish context

EU - Forms to alert customs authorities of IPR infringements

United Kingdom - Review of BEPS webcast

Bulgaria - Review of FATCA “agreement in substance”

Germany - Effects of insolvency proceedings involving VAT group 

Lithuania - Non-taxable capital gains, VAT on services

Switzerland - Income tax equality for EU persons moving cantons

OECD - Summary of consultation; transfer pricing documentation, country- 

by-country reporting

United Kingdom - Proposed venture capital amendment in Finance Bill 

Estonia - Rules for packaging, excise tax exemption

Italy - Changes to tax rates on investment income, IRAP

Slovakia - Proposals for changes to VAT law

Czech Republic - VAT rates in 2015

EU - Customs tariff duties suspension on industrial, agricultural products 

United Kingdom - UK authorities address country-by-country reporting 

Greece - Capital gains taxation of non-resident individuals, legal entities 

Netherlands - VAT on fees concerning bank’s extension of credit 

Netherlands - Employers challenge “crisis levy” imposed on salaries 

Sweden - VAT on transactions between foreign head office, PE

Poland - Interest on refund claims of non-EU investment fund

Romania - VAT and excise tax changes

United Kingdom - HMRC manuals for partnerships, investigations, 

television productions

Netherlands - EC opposes 150-kilometer limit under 30% tax relief

EU - Update on financial transaction tax

EU - Update on proposed amendments to Parent-Subsidiary Directive 

United Kingdom - Disclosure of offshore undeclared income

Germany - Draft guidance amending corporate tax loss limitation rules 

Italy - Reduced rates of IRAP regional tax

Sweden - Intergovernmental agreement under FATCA

Germany - VAT input deductions by management holding company

Ireland - Documenting a claim for R&D tax credit

EU - UK challenge to financial transaction tax rejected
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4/30/2014

4/25/2014

4/25/2014

4/25/2014

4/25/2014

4/25/2014

4/23/2014

4/23/2014

4/23/2014

4/22/2014

4/22/2014

4/22/2014

4/22/2014

4/17/2014

4/17/2014

4/17/2014

4/16/2014

4/15/2014

4/15/2014

4/15/2014

4/15/2014

4/15/2014

4/11/2014

4/11/2014

4/11/2014

4/11/2014

4/11/2014

4/10/2014

4/10/2014

4/10/2014

4/10/2014

4/10/2014

4/10/2014

4/10/2014

4/9/2014

4/8/2014
4/8/2014
4/8/2014

4/4/2014
4/4/2014

4/4/2014

4/4/2014
4/4/2014

4/4/2014

4/4/2014

4/4/2014
4/4/2014

4/4/2014

4/4/2014

4/4/2014

4/2/2014

4/2/2014

4/2/2014
4/2/2014

4/2/2014

3/28/2014 

Belgium - Tax benefits for investments in economic zones

EU - Guide on GSP rules of origin

EU - Refund opportunities for non-EU investment funds

United Kingdom - Draft CFC guidance, thin capitalisation update 

Switzerland - Stamp duty on insurance premiums

Netherlands - Interest on employer-provided home loans

Netherlands - Environment-related tax changes in 2014

France - Refund opportunities for investment funds

Estonia - Services from bitcoin trades subject to VAT

Netherlands - Dutch state profit share and production license, activities 

OECD - VAT guidelines for cross-border trade approved

Croatia - Requirements for employing persons with disabilities

EU - Directive on pension rights

Switzerland - Canton Vaud to reshape cantonal corporate tax law

France - Court rejects “free capital” re-assessments of branch banks 

Iceland - Tax facts (2014)

France - Draft guidelines for interest deductions on related-party loans 

Slovakia - “White list” of countries regarding cross-border payments 

Cyprus - Tax card for 2014

Czech Republic - Investment fund taxation, other changes for individuals 

Estonia - FATCA agreement with United States

Belgium - VAT guidance on e-invoicing

Cyprus - Company incorporated, but not tax resident of Cyprus

Czech Republic - Tax card (2014)

EU - VAT refund claims are due 30 June 2014

Ireland - FATCA implications for non-financial foreign entities

United Kingdom - Enhanced focus on senior accounting officers rules 

Belgium - Guidance for calculating the “fairness tax”

France - Corporate tax cuts are proposed

Malta - Interest rate on late payments, refunds of VAT

Norway - Tax facts (2014)

Lithuania - Method of calculation of advance corporate income tax 

Poland - Exemption for dividends paid to U.S. investment fund

Russia - FATCA intergovernmental agreement negotiations are suspended 

EU - Customs database search engine for retrieving suspensions

United Kingdom - Tax return deadline for employment-related share incentives 

EU - Changes to VAT place-of-supply rules in 2015 (e-gaming)

EU - Duty-free imports of goods in aerospace, vehicle industries

United Kingdom - New limit on “double tax” relief

Slovakia - New withholding rate on payments to non-treaty countries 

Switzerland - Manage risks of trading companies’ indirect tax exposure 

Switzerland - Tax rates compared in 130 countries, Swiss cantons

Turkey - Amended rules for companies requiring independent financial audits 

EU - VAT guidance for e-services rule changes, effective 2015

Lithuania - VAT, excise tax updates

Netherlands - Approvals for separate share classes, investment funds 

Luxembourg - Tax reform by 2017; VAT rates increase 2%

Belgium - Protocol to tax treaty with Canada

Croatia - Overview of changes to tax laws

Ukraine - Tax relief for bio-energy, bio-fuel sectors

Turkey - Tax guide for foreign investors

United Kingdom - Loss transfer restrictions incompatible with EU law 

Cyprus - Due date for 2012 corporate return extended

Netherlands - Voluntary savings (retirement) plan

Germany - Legislative “carried interest” proposals; FATCA implementing 

guidance 

United Kingdom - Finance Bill addresses accelerated payment, dual contracts  

3/28/2014

3/28/2014

3/28/2014

Switzerland - VAT savings on travel services
Switzerland - Update on taxation of Swiss principal structures
Spain - New tax measures for corporate debt refinancing, restructuring
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3/28/2014

3/28/2014

3/28/2014

3/28/2014

3/27/2014

3/27/2014

3/27/2014

3/27/2014

3/27/2014

3/27/2014

3/24/2014

3/24/2014

3/24/2014

3/24/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/21/2014

3/19/2014

3/19/2014

3/19/2014

3/19/2014

3/14/2014

3/14/2014

3/14/2014

3/14/2014

3/14/2014

3/12/2014

3/12/2014

3/12/2014

3/12/2014

3/12/2014

3/12/2014

3/12/2014

3/12/2014

3/7/2014

3/7/2014

3/7/2014

3/7/2014

3/7/2014

3/7/2014

3/7/2014

2/28/2014

2/28/2014

2/28/2014

2/28/2014

2/28/2014

2/28/2014

2/28/2014

2/28/2014

2/24/2014

Luxembourg - FATCA intergovernmental agreement with United States 

Israel - Guidance to resolve past tax liabilities of trusts

Ireland - Tax treatment of termination payments

OECD - Analysis of digital economy (BEPS) discussion draft

United Kingdom - EC approves video games tax relief

Poland - Anti-avoidance provisions in pending legislation

Ireland - Digital economy (BEPS) implications for Irish taxpayers

France - EC investigates tax reductions for large energy consumers 

Bulgaria - Company registration in commercial register

Albania - New VAT reimbursement procedures

EU - Changes to Savings Taxation Directive adopted

Israel - FATCA-related guidance for banking corporations

Luxembourg - Gathering information about tax regimes favoring companies 

OECD - Discussion draft on digital economy tax challenges (BEPS) 

United Kingdom - Commentary on tax measures in budget 2014

United Kingdom - Tax agreements signed with Germany, Belgium 

Romania - New tax law to comply with EU rules

Lithuania - Tax card (2014)

Latvia - Tax card (2014)

EU - Expanded scope of Savings Taxation Directive

Greece - Withholding tax returns, payments due March 2014

Estonia - Minimum interest rate on employee loans

Belarus - Tax card (2014)

United Kingdom - Budget 2014 speech presented today

Czech Republic - Tax legislation anticipated; expenses relating to royalties 

Greece - New real estate tax regime for 2014

OECD - Discussion draft on neutralizing hybrid mismatch arrangements  

(BEPS)

United Kingdom - Budget on 19 March; tax provisions pre-announced 

United Kingdom - Overpaid output VAT, REIT regulations

OECD - Discussion draft proposals to prevent treaty abuse (BEPS) 

Hungary - New civil law definition of “finance lease”

Germany - VAT on pre-financing obligation, lease-termination payments 

Slovakia - Deductibility of costs relating to expired goods

Ireland - Effective rate of corporate tax

EU - FAQs on EU Savings Taxation Directive

Lithuania - Changes to forms concerning individual, corporate income tax 

Luxembourg - How would new Savings Taxation Directive affect  

investments?

Estonia - Individual tax returns due 31 March

Belgium - Accounting standard for valuing assets

Poland - Repeal of VAT exemption on sale of cars

Spain - Refund opportunity for retail sales tax on hydrocarbons 

Switzerland - New rules on “principal companies” may require action 

United Kingdom - Updated HMRC guidance on FATCA 

implementing regulations

Ireland - Evaluation of R&D tax credit regime

EU - Excise tax rates for alcohol, tobacco, energy (2014)

EU - Status update of financial transaction tax

Germany - “Treaty override” and cross-border interest payments to partner 

United Kingdom - HMRC report on offshore tax evasion

Spain - Retail sales tax on diesel contrary to EU law

Netherlands - Tax consolidation denied for foreign parent, sister company 

Belgium - Information for employers on dismissal of workers

Belgium - Reporting payments made to non-compliant jurisdictions 

(including  Luxembourg)

Cyprus - Tax guide 2014

Poland - Input VAT deductions for vehicle expenses

Romania - Corporate income tax, VAT, environment fund-related 

tax  changes

Serbia - New guidance on determining corporate income tax
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2/24/2014

2/24/2014

2/24/2014

2/21/2014

2/21/2014

2/21/2014

2/21/2014

2/21/2014

2/14/2014

2/14/2014

2/14/2014

2/14/2014 

Portugal - Tax law changes affecting corporate, individual taxpayers (2014) 

Luxembourg - New guidance concerning “impatriate” workers

EU - Global standard against tax evasion, improved tax transparency 

United Kingdom - Supreme Court addresses cross-border group losses 

France - Income tax treaty with China

Hungary - Accounting issues of branch offices of foreign enterprises 

Luxembourg - VAT on services from independent group to members 

Bulgaria - VAT changes effective 2014

United Kingdom - Tax compliance by suppliers under government contracts 

Bulgaria - Excise tax rates for energy, fuel; customs duty

Austria - Group taxation, capital duty, business expense deducibility 

proposals 

Germany - VAT-able amount on intermediary services with customer discounts  

2/13/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

OECD - Single global standard for automatic exchange of information 

Slovakia - Reduced corporate income tax rate affects advance payments 

Ukraine - Reduced corporate income tax, VAT rates

Romania - VAT deduction based on “incorrect” invoice

EU - Enhanced VAT control procedures, cross-border cooperation proposed 

Macedonia - Self-charging VAT on certain supplies

Netherlands - Dividends withholding tax when companies located on  

Curaçao

Netherlands - Does payment represent loan interest or dividend?

Lithuania - Loss carryforward limitations; extended incentives; reduced VAT  

rates

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/12/2014

2/7/2014

2/7/2014

2/7/2014

2/7/2014

2/4/2014

2/4/2014

2/4/2014

2/4/2014

2/4/2014

2/4/2014

2/4/2014

2/4/2014

1/31/2014

1/31/2014

1/31/2014

1/31/2014

1/29/2014

1/29/2014

1/29/2014

1/29/2014

1/29/2014

1/29/2014

1/29/2014

1/24/2014

1/24/2014

1/24/2014

1/24/2014

1/24/2014

1/24/2014

1/21/2014

1/21/2014

Albania - Income tax treaty with UK ratified

Bulgaria - Taxpayers can direct application of payments to taxes

Cyprus - VAT rates in 2014

Czech Republic - Coalition government’s tax policy

United Kingdom - Country-by-country reporting, documentation under 

OECD  discussion draft

EU - VAT cooperation agreements with Russia, Norway

EU - VAT for telecommunications, broadcasting, and electronic services 

Hungary - CJEU considers whether taxation of groups is discriminatory 

Germany - Exit taxation on reorganizations; EU law compatibility

Malta - “Recipient” re-defined for investment income, income tax provisions 

Malta - Individual tax proposals included in budget legislation 

Luxembourg - VAT rates to increase

Netherlands - Taxation of games of chance

Greece - Tax penalties, interest assessments

Romania - Rules for VAT warehouse authorization

Russia - Foreign workers employed from WTO member states

United Kingdom - Proposals relating to tax disputes, identifying promoters 

Estonia - New income tax treaties with Asian countries, Mexico

Albania - Corporate tax rate increase, other tax changes enacted

Greece - Real estate tax provisions

Spain - VAT changes effective in 2014

France - VAT rates for 2014

Netherlands - Revised rules for hiring foreign workers

Netherlands - Proposed pension changes

Liechtenstein - Tax information exchange agreement with Canada 

Ireland - Reminder of FATCA registration

Serbia - Individual income tax returns due 15 May 2014

United Kingdom - Foreign income dividend claims, derivative contract  

legislation

Poland - Changes to input VAT deductions for automobiles

OECD - Webcast on BEPS action plan

EU - VAT pilot project extended for cross-border SME transactions 

Belgium - EC requests changes to taxation of credit institutions

EU - Update on digital economy taxation expert group’s deliberations 

Slovakia - Corporate income tax, VAT changes effective in 2014 

Switzerland - Financial regulations may affect non-financial companies
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1/21/2014

1/21/2014

1/21/2014

1/21/2014

1/17/2014

1/17/2014

1/17/2014

1/17/2014

1/17/2014

1/17/2014

1/17/2014

1/10/2014

1/10/2014

1/10/2014

1/9/2014

1/9/2014

1/9/2014

1/9/2014

1/9/2014

1/9/2014

1/8/2014

1/8/2014

1/8/2014

1/8/2014

1/6/2014

1/6/2014

1/6/2014

1/6/2014

1/6/2014

EU - Tax discrimination and mobile EU citizens

EU - Joint customs operation targets cigarettes, diesel, vodka

EU - New GSP regime effective 1 January 2014

Romania - Indirect tax changes effective January 2014

United Kingdom - Tax treaty with China effective beginning 2014

United Kingdom - Partnerships, tax policy (draft Finance Bill 2014) 

Serbia - Income tax treaty network (2014)

Poland - Government grants, financing programs for environment, shale gas 

EU - VAT rates for 2014

Czech Republic - New real estate tax return filing requirements

Greece - Changes to payroll withholding tax rules

United Kingdom - Dispute resolution, CFC financing, investment “white list” 

Turkey - Special consumption tax rate changes for 2014

Italy - FATCA intergovernmental agreement is signed with United States 

Switzerland - FATCA implications for non-financial groups

Netherlands - Cost-savings opportunity concerning VAT representatives of  

foreign companies

EU - Requesting IPR protection at customs borders

Ireland - Employee-share participation plan returns due 31 March 

Greece - Foreign tax credit changes

Bulgaria - Banned transactions for companies located in 

“preferential” jurisdictions

Bulgaria - Renewable energy law changes for 2014

Belgium - Customer “self-billing” procedure for VAT

Gibraltar - Tax treatment of royalties

Netherlands - Relief, clarifications under FATCA agreement 

France - Summary of newly enacted tax provisions

EU - Royalties, license fees dutiable under new legislation 

Belgium - Proposed changes to expatriate tax rules

EU - Certain beneficial duty rates expiring in 2015 

Netherlands - VAT adjustment for private use of company cars 

8/16/2013 United Kingdom - FATCA guidance notes

7/26/2013 United Kingdom - Investment management, corporate debt reform proposals

6/28/2013 United Kingdom - Update on FATCA agreements, country-by-country
 reporting

6/7/2013 United Kingdom - Proposals to revise loan, derivative, bank taxation

5/31/2013 United Kingdom - Guidance, draft regulations under U.S. FATCA agreement

5/31/2013 United Kingdom - Capital allowances for plant/machinery expenditures

5/31/2013 Ireland - R&D tax credit for financial services

5/28/2013 EU - UK challenges financial transaction tax (FTT)

5/24/2013 United Kingdom - R&D expenditure credit amendments

5/17/2013 United Kingdom - Overseas territories to follow global tax transparency

5/17/2013 Estonia - VAT refunds; increased customs duties on U.S. imports

5/10/2013 United Kingdom - Reporting fund regime, approved share-option plan

5/3/2013 United Kingdom - 90-day patent; interest subject to tonnage tax

4/16/2013 Ukraine - Variable interest-rate loans, bank-transfer rules, cross-border
 transaction settlements

4/15/2013 Hungary - Corporate, individual, and indirect tax changes enacted

4/11/2013 Ireland - CJEU allows non-taxable persons included in VAT group

4/9/2013 Estonia - Input VAT deductions; registration of economic activities

4/2/2013 France - Proposed 75% corporate-level tax on €1 million salaries

4/2/2013 Germany - Deduction of due-diligence expenses incurred on failed
 acquisition

3/28/2013 France - Electronic records, French accounting standards mandatory in 2014

3/26/2013 France - Tax credits not applicable for determining profit-sharing reserve

3/26/2013 Germany - Proposed VAT legislation on new invoicing requirements

3/22/2013 Denmark - Changes to tax return procedures

3/21/2013 EU - Peru, Colombia trade agreement effective March 2013

3/20/2013 Hungary - Proposed corporate tax, excise tax, VAT changes

3/15/2013 Czech Republic - Pending changes to company law, travel expenses
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